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LEAF

Beach chair XS
Design by Frank Ligthart | Item code: 035018 | Weight 15 kg /33 lbs | Volume 0,92 m³/32 cu ft
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Collection: Frank Ligthart´s iconic, award-winning LEAF Beach Chair gives new meaning to organic design, its gently
curving lines joining together in the shape of a gigantic leaf, with upturned sides that ergonomically support the human
form. Available in two sizes, it optionally comes with a leaf-shaped padded towel and is complemented by an equally
leaf-like side table.
Beach chair XS: Ergonomic in design, the smaller-sized LEAF Beach Chair XS optionally features a leaf-shaped
padded towel for additional comfort. Its sturdy design comfortably fits a single adult.
Frame: Frame is aluminum with integrated cushion (drain foam).
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Kultig, organisch, ergonomisch, innovativ, markant, robust
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: Cushion may be washed.

Fiber Standard

Additional Items

Fabrics

Item code: 99035018000
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Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet
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LEAF

Beach chair XXL
Design by Frank Ligthart | Item code: 035024 | Weight 25 kg /55 lbs | Volume 1,61 m³/57 cu ft
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Collection: Frank Ligthart´s iconic, award-winning LEAF Beach Chair gives new meaning to organic design, its gently
curving lines joining together in the shape of a gigantic leaf, with upturned sides that ergonomically support the human
form. Available in two sizes, it optionally comes with a leaf-shaped padded towel and is complemented by an equally
leaf-like side table.
Beach chair XXL: Ergonomic in design, the larger-sized LEAF Beach Chair XXL optionally features a leaf-shaped
padded towel for additional comfort. Its sturdy design comfortably fits two adults.
Frame: Frame is aluminum with integrated cushion (drain foam).
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Kultig, organisch, ergonomisch, innovativ, markant, robust
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: Cushion may be washed.

Fiber Standard

Additional Items

Fabrics

Item code: 99035024000
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Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet
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LEAF
Side table

Design by Frank Ligthart | Item code: 035033 | Weight 4 kg /9 lbs | Volume 0,12 m³/4 cu ft
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Collection: Frank Ligthart’s iconic, award-winning LEAF Beach Chair gives new meaning to organic design, its gently
curving lines joining together in the shape of a gigantic leaf, with upturned sides that ergonomically support the human
form. Available in two sizes, it comes with a leaf-shaped padded towel and is complemented by an equally leaf-like
side table.
Side table: Thoughtfully designed to accompany both sizes of LEAF Beach Chair, this side table is a practical,
imaginative and aesthetically pleasing addition to the collection.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder-coated in a color similar to that of the fiber
Characteristics: Iconic, organic, ergonomic, innovative, distinctive, sturdy
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
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